SONGS

Singing with young children helps them recognize language sounds and patterns! Try singing one of these songs with your little one this summer!

The Wheels on the Bus
The wheels on the bus go round and round
Round and round, round and round
The wheels on the bus go round and round
All through the town

Row, Row, Row Your Boat
Row, row, row your boat
Gently down the stream
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Life is but a dream

Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Twinkle, twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky
Twinkle, twinkle Little star
How I wonder what you are

Zoom, Zoom, Zoom
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We’re going to the moon
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We’re going to the moon
If you want to take a trip
Climb aboard my rocket ship
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We’re going to the moon
In 5...4...3...2...1...Blast off!

Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O
And on that farm he had a cow, E-I-E-I-O
With a moo-moo here and a moo-moo there
Here a moo, there a moo, everywhere a moo-moo
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O

Yolo County Library Branch Locations

ARTHUR F. TURNER COMMUNITY LIBRARY
P: (916) 375-6465
1212 Merkley Avenue
West Sacramento, CA 95691

CLARKSBURG BRANCH LIBRARY
P: (916) 744-1755
52915 Netherlands Avenue
Clarksburg, CA 95612

ESPARTO REGIONAL LIBRARY
P: (530) 787-3426
17065 Yolo Avenue
Esparto, CA 95627

KNIGHTS LANDING BRANCH LIBRARY
P: (530) 735-6593
42351 Third Street
Knights Landing, CA 95645

MARY L. STEPHENS DAVIS BRANCH LIBRARY
P: (530) 757-5593
315 E. 14th Street
Davis, CA 95616

SOUTH DAVIS MONTGOMERY LIBRARY
P: (530) 759-2100
1441 Danbury Street
Davis, CA 95618

WINTERS COMMUNITY LIBRARY
P: (530) 795-4955
708 Railroad Avenue
Winters, CA 95694

YOLO BRANCH LIBRARY
P: (530) 662-2363
37750 Sacramento Street
Yolo, CA 95697
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**PICTURE BOOKS**

- **Chavela and the Magic Bubble** by Monica Brown.
- **Maybe Something Beautiful** by F. Isabel Campoy.
- **Last Stop on Market Street** by Matt de la Peña.
- **Grains of Sand** by Sibylle Delacroix.
- **All The Way To Havana** by Margarita Engle.
- **Dragonfly Kites** by Tomson Highway.
- **Malaika's Costume** by Nadia L. Hohn.
- **Sweetest Kulu** by Celina Kalluk.
- **Red Again** by Barbara Lehman.
- **Little Critter's The Trip** by Mercer Mayer.
- **Little Bitty Friends** by Elizabeth McPike.
- **The Tea Party in the Woods** by Akiko Miyakoshi.
- **I'm New Here** by Anne Sibley O'Brien.
- **To Market! To Market!** by Anushka Ravishankar.
- **One Family** by George Shannon.
- **Sona and the Wedding Game** by Kashmira Sheth.

**NON-FICTION**

- **Malala, a Brave Girl from Pakistan/Iqbal, a Brave Boy from Pakistan** by Jeanette Winter.
- **Rattle and Rap** by Susan Steggall.
- **Not So Different : What You Really Want to Ask About Having a Disability** by Shane Burcaw.
- **The Firehouse Light** by Janet Nolan.
- **Let's Sign! : Every Baby's Guide to Communicating with Grownups** by Kelly Ault.
- **First Big Book of Dinosaurs** by Catherine D. Hughes.
- **Tiny Creatures : the World of Microbes** by Nicola Davies.
- **Big Book of Brick Trucks** by Amanda Brack.
- **Radiant Child : The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat** by Javaka Steptoe.
- **Where the Sidewalk Ends** by Shel Silverstein.
- **A Walk in London** by Salvatore Rubbino.
- **Pocket Full of Colors : The Magical World of Mary Blair, Disney Artist Extraordinaire** by Amy Guglielmo and Jacqueline Tourville.
- **My Journey to the Stars** by Scott Kelly with Emily Easton.

**BILINGUAL BOOKS**

- **Mirror** by Jeannie Baker.
- **Ming's Adventure in the Forbidden City : A Story in English and Chinese** by Jian Li.
- **Vehicles : English-Farsi** by Christangelos Seferiadis.
- **Liang and the Magic Paintbrush** by Demi.
- **Sona and the Cloud = Sora to Kumo** by Felicia Hoshino.
- **Un Día en el Museo para Niños = A Day at the Children's Museum** by Celeste Bishop.
- **¡Fiesta!** by Ginger Foglesong Guy.
- **Migrant** by José Manuel Mateo and Javier Martínez Pedro.
- **Magic Windows : Cut-Paper Art and Stories** by Carmen Lomas Garza.
- **Once Upon a Time : Traditional Latin American Tales = Había una Vez : Cuentos Tradicionales Latinoamericanos** by Rueben Martínez.
- **Viva Frida** by Yuyi Morales.